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Good Governance
NEW VERSION: Available now based on the 20th September 2019 CBSE Sample Paper. This English book is extra special as
it was prepared by a CBSE author who knows about CBSE markings, official paper setting and CBSE Class 10th Exam
patterns more than any other CBSE expert in the country. We were lucky to have him prepare the papers of this English
book. It’s been bought by more than 20,000+ students since it came out in October 2019 and is our best-seller already.
This Book Covers the following: - 10 Practice Papers (solved) - 4 Self-assessment papers - CBSE September 2019 Sample
Paper - CBSE March 2019 Board Paper (solved by topper) - CBSE 2018 Topper Answer Sheet Extra value items Added in this
Book: - Utilising 15 minute reading time just before the exam (by CBSE topper) - Structuring your English Exam 3 hours
smartly (by CBSE Markers) - 2020 marking scheme points (value points) underlined in each sample paper solution (CBSE
markers look for these key points in your answers to allot full Marks). - The geometry section diagrams are accurately
drawn to clear your understanding of all kinds of geometry questions that can appear in the upcoming February 2020 exam.
A must buy book as vouched by many experts in English !
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NCERT Solutions for Class 10 Maths Chapter 3 - Pair of Linear Equations in Two Variables
Oswaal Karnataka SSLC Sample Question Papers Class 10 Science Book (For 2021 Exam)
The Tale of Custard the Dragon
Lakhmir Singh’s Science is a series of books which conforms to the NCERT syllabus. The main aim of writing this series is to
help students understand difficult scientific concepts in a simple manner in easy language. The ebook version does not
contain CD.

Oswaal CBSE Sample Question Paper Class 10 Science (For March 2020 Exam)
Vedic Mathematics
Long Walk to Freedom
Human Behavior and the Social Environment
The autobiography of Helen Keller, who lost both sight and hearing by illness at nineteen months, and became a famous
author and lecturer.

Oswaal CBSE Sample Question Paper Class 11 Mathematics (For March 2020 Exam)
The Story of My Life
As per the norms of Right of Children to Free and Compulsory Education (RTE) Act 2009, the Ministry of Human Resource
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Development, Government of India has made it compulsory to qualify State Level T.E.T (Teachers Eligibility Test) even to
qualify as a teacher at an elementary level. Considering the significance of all eligibility tests at State level or Central level,
I have brought this unique book for all the aspirants which will help them immensely to perform well in the CTET/State TET
exams. This Book - CTET & TETs - Child Development and Pedagogy Paper 1 & 2 contains an insight about each and every
concept with detailed notes and explanation on the same. It also covers Previous Year Question Papers with answers from
CTET Paper 1 & Paper 2 (2011–2019). This book will help you in understanding and all the key concepts and kind of
questions expected in CTET & other State TETs. This book is also useful for KVS/NVS aspirants, B.Ed. Students, Grade XI
students, teachers and anyone who is interested in psychologists, theories, pedagogy concepts, concepts on child
development etc. This book has been designed in such a way that learners with minimum English language skills will also
comprehend the concepts. The book will definitely help you understand each and every concept very clearly and to get
extraordinary score in CTET and other TETs in your first attempt itself.

CTET & State TETs: Child Development and Pedagogy Paper 1 & 2 with Previous Year Question
Papers
Incorporating Peace and Social Justice Into the Social Work Curriculum
This book present proven strategies to enhance learning and reduce wasted study time in any learning situation.

Oswaal ISC Question Bank Chapterwise & Topicwise Solved Papers, Class 12, Computer
Science (For 2021 Exam)
‘Success for All’ - Covers complete theory, practice and assessment of English literature for Class 10. The E-book has been
divided in 3 parts giving full coverage to the syllabus. Each Chapter is supported by detailed theory, illustrations, all types
of questions. Special focus on New pattern objective questions. Every Chapter accompanies NCERT Question and Answers,
Practice Question and Answers and self assessment for quick revisions The current edition of “Success For All” for Class
10th is a self – Study guide that has been carefully and consciously revised by providing proper explanation & guidance and
strictly following the latest CBSE syllabus issued on 31 March 2020. Each topic of the Chapter is well supported by detailed
summary practice questions in an easy to understand manner, following the CBSE pattern. Every Chapter of this book
carries NCERT Questions and Answers, Practice Q&A's and self assessment at the end for quick revision. NCERT Questions
and Answers: it contains all the questions of NCERT with detailed solutions and Practice Q&A's : It contains all the chapters
of each section in examination format with all the questions and other important questions. Well explained answers have
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been provided to every question that is given in the book. Success for All English Literature for CBSE Class 10 has all the
material for learning, understanding, practice assessment and will surely guide the students to the way of success.

Business Studies
The book that inspired the major new motion picture Mandela: Long Walk to Freedom. Nelson Mandela is one of the great
moral and political leaders of our time: an international hero whose lifelong dedication to the fight against racial oppression
in South Africa won him the Nobel Peace Prize and the presidency of his country. Since his triumphant release in 1990 from
more than a quarter-century of imprisonment, Mandela has been at the center of the most compelling and inspiring political
drama in the world. As president of the African National Congress and head of South Africa's antiapartheid movement, he
was instrumental in moving the nation toward multiracial government and majority rule. He is revered everywhere as a vital
force in the fight for human rights and racial equality. LONG WALK TO FREEDOM is his moving and exhilarating
autobiography, destined to take its place among the finest memoirs of history's greatest figures. Here for the first time,
Nelson Rolihlahla Mandela tells the extraordinary story of his life--an epic of struggle, setback, renewed hope, and ultimate
triumph.

Lakhmir Singh’s Science for Class 8
Contributed articles.

Paramedic Interview Questions and Answers
VK Global Publications Pvt. Ltd. is a household name now. Established in 1979, with more than three decades of leadership
in the area of Economics and Commerce, we take pride in claiming that we continue with the unstirred readeship in the
country. Specialising in the area of Economics and Commerce, we are not averse to the idea of diversification. Keeping this
in view, more than a decade ago, a series of 'Xam idea' was launched in all the subjects for classes IX -X However, success
of our publication is admittedly due to prudent prolific writers. We have resource-pool of reputed authors, who leave no
stone unturned in bringing out the best of study material, which makes our readers versatile in their thought processes and
equips them with the exam-oriented acumen. Thousands of acknowledgments and accolades that we receive every year
from our readers are a good testimony to the genuine efforts and trustworthy endeavours of our authors.

Lakhmir Singh’s Science for Class 7
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"The ultimate guide to anyone who is serious about passing the selection interview for becoming a Paramedic. It contains
lots of sample interview questions and answers to assist you during your preparation and provides advice on how to gain
higher scores. Created in conjunction with serving Paramedics, this comprehensive guide includes: How to prepare for the
interview to ensure success. Gaining higher scores in order to improve career opportunities. Sample interview questions.
Answers to the interview questions. Insider tips and advice. Advice from serving Paramedics."--back cover.

CBSE English Sample Question Papers For Class 10 (For March 2020 Exam)
CBSE Curriculum was most recently updated on 29th March 2020 for Academic year 2020 – 2020. There were major
changes observed which will have direct impact on the Question Paper design for Board Examinations 2020. Keeping this in
mind Oswaal Sample Question Papers have been thoroughly updated as per the latest Board guidelines. This makes them
extremely relevant for Exam oriented study. IMPORTANT FEATURES OF THE BOOK: Self-Study Mode Ten Sample Question
Papers covering important concepts from an examination perspective (1-5 solved and 6-10 for Self-Assessment) . Exam
Preparatory Material Answers from the CBSE Marking Scheme upto March 2020 Exam with detailed explanations as per the
word limit for exam-oriented study. Answering Tips & Commonly Made Errors for clearer thinking. . On Tips Notes On tips
notes, Mind Maps & Grammar charts facilitate quick revision of chapters WHAT THIS BOOK HAS FOR YOU: Latest CBSE
Curriculum Strictly based on the latest CBSE curriculum issued on 29th March 2020 for Academic Year 2020-2020, for
classes 9 to 12 following the latest NCERT Textbook. Latest Typology OF Questions Objective Type Questions included as
per the latest design of the question paper issued by CBSE. Most Likely Questions ‘Most likely questions’ generated by our
editorial Board with 100+ years of teaching experience. About Oswaal Books: Oswaal Books strongly believes in Making
Learning Simple. To ensure student-friendly, yet highly exam-oriented content, we take due care in developing our Panel of
Experts. Accomplished teachers with 100+ years of combined experience, Subject Matter Experts with unmatchable subject
knowledge, dynamic educationists, professionals with a keen interest in education and topper students from the length and
breadth of the country, together form the coveted Oswaal Panel of Experts. It is with their expertise, guidance and a keen
eye for details that the content in each offering meets the need of the students. No wonder, Oswaal Books holds an
enviable place in every student’s heart! "

Study Less, Study Smart
Bairn - CBSE - Success for All - English Literature - Class 10 for 2021 Exam: (As Per Reduced
Syllabus)
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Looking for NCERT (एनसीईआरटी) solutions for class 10th Mathematics (Ganit) chapter 3 - Pair of Linear Equations in Two
Variables? You've reached the right place. Here, you can download the most updated chapter wise CBSE (सीबीएसई) NCERT
solutions on your device including a smartphone and laptop. The solutions come to you in PDF formats and help you get
over the fear of Maths. In these solutions, our teachers explain the textbook questions in the most lucid manner possible.
Your conceptual understanding gets better. Your confidence soars. And together these things help you to score more in
your class 10th board exams. 'Pair of Linear Equations in Two Variables' is part of Algebra (बीजगणित). Algebra (Beejganit) in
class 10th (Kaksha Das) carries 20 marks in the board exams. Polynomials introduce students to different topics including: •
Pair of Linear Equations in Two Variables • Graphical Method of Solution of a Pair of Linear Equations • Algebraic Methods of
Solving a Pair of Linear Equations • Equations Reducible to a Pair of Linear Equations in Two Variables You can download
the PDFs of 'Linear Equations in Two Variables' for free. We do not charge you anything for these PDFs. Our goal is to help
you with Maths, so you can study better and score more. And we do this by clearing your concepts and making your
practice endlessly. To get more marks, you should also consider learning from our videos-based Maths course for class
10th, which strictly adheres to the latest syllabus (पाठ्यक्रम) of CBSE board, and makes learning a world-class experience.

Instructor's Manual for Human Behavior in the Social Environment
FROM THE PUBLISHER: It is very rightly said that if we teach today as we taught yesterday, then we rob our children of
tomorrow. With this vision, CISCE has yet again updated and released its curriculum for the upcoming Academic Year. With
all the refreshing changes and updates, the way ahead looks exciting for students and teachers alike! We at Oswaal Books,
are also extremely upbeat about the recent changes. We have made every possible effort to incorporate all these changes
in our books for the coming Academic Year. Questions incorporated in this book follow the latest syllabus, pattern and
marking guidelines of the Council to guide the candidates to answer with precision. This will help students to get familiar
with the examination techniques. These Question banks are available for all important subjects like Maths, English Paper 1
& 2, Hindi, Physics, Chemistry, Biology, History, Computer Science & Economics. We at Oswaal Books never try to teach our
readers. We on the other hand, provide them the conditions in which they can learn and train their mind to think! After all
Education is what remains after one has forgotten what one learned in school. IMPORTANT FEATURES OF THE BOOK: SelfStudy Mode ISC Chapter wise/Topic wise 10 years’ Solved papers ISC Previous 10 years’ Examination Questions to facilitate
better understanding Exam Preparatory Material Latest Solved paper with Handwritten Topper’s Answers Answers from ISC
Marking Scheme -2018 with detailed explanations as per the word limit for perfection in answering final exam questions
Board Examiner comments and answering tips for clearer thinking. Suggestions for Students to score full marks in Exams
Topics and concepts found difficult by students All-in -one Chapter wise & Topic wise introduction to enable quick revision
Mind Maps for improved learning WHAT THIS BOOK HAS FOR YOU: Latest CISCE Curriculum Strictly based on the latest
CISCE curriculum and examination specifications for Academic Year 2020-2021, for class 12 Latest Typology OF Questions
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Latest typology of questions are included as per the latest design of the question paper issued by CISCE Hybrid Learning
Suggested videos for digital learning About Oswaal Books: We feel extremely happy to announce that Oswaal Books has
been awarded as ‘The Most Promising Brand 2019’ by The Economic Times. This has been possible only because of your
trust and love for us. Oswaal Books strongly believes in Making Learning Simple. To ensure student-friendly, yet highly
exam-oriented content, we take due care in developing our Panel of Experts. Accomplished teachers with 100+ years of
combined experience, Subject Matter Experts with unmatchable subject knowledge, dynamic educationists, professionals
with a keen interest in education and topper students from the length and breadth of the country, together form the
coveted Oswaal Panel of Experts. It is with their expertise, guidance and a keen eye for details that the content in each
offering meets the need of the students. No wonder, Oswaal Books holds an enviable place in every student’s heart!

Teaching Aging
Learning Objects and Instructional Design
Set in Aligarh in the early 1960s, after the dust of Partition has ostensibly settled, Topi Shukla is an intriguing story of two
friends-one Hindu and the other Muslim. Through the characters of people like Topi and Iffan, the novel looks at the lives of
ordinary prople trying to survive in asocieyt that insists on a brutal conformity of beahviour. It is about individuals whose
spirits are paralysed because they cannot conform, and about history's inability to teach mankind any worthwhile lessons.
Language plays an important part in this narrative, operating almost as a character in itsown right. Topi, as a Hindi bull in
the Urdu china shop, invokes the historical stand-off between the two languages. The novel also explores the culture and
psyche of Uttar Pradesh withits very Muslim Aligarh, its very Hindu Benares, and their exotic confluence in Lucknow.
Although it is set in theIndia of the 1960s, the communal tensions and issues portrayed in the novel make it just a s
relevant to the troubled times we face today. This fascinating novel wil be of tremendous interest to the general reader, as
well as to students of literature in translation, partition fiction, and socialhistory. The novel's engagement with
intertextuality and metafiction will add to its interest for readers keen on literary theroy.

Poverty and Un-British Rule in India
Lakhmir Singh’s Science is a series of books which conforms to the NCERT syllabus. The main aim of writing this series is to
help students understand difficult scientific concepts in a simple manner in easy language. The ebook version does not
contain CD.
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Snow Flower and the Secret Fan
A fictional portrait of Henry VIII's first wife, Katherine of Aragon, follows her through her youthful marriage to Henry's older
brother, Arthur, her widowhood, her marriage to Henry, and the divorce that led to Henry's marriage to Anne Boleyn.

Approaches to Teaching Health Care in Social Work
It's the year 2015, and global warming is ravaging the environment. In response, the United Kingdom mandates carbon
rationing. When her carbon debit card arrives in the mail, sixteen-year-old Laura is just trying to handle the pressure of
exams, keep her straight-X punk band on track, and catch the attention of her gorgeous classmate Ravi. But as multiple
natural disasters strike and Laura's parents head toward divorce, her world spirals out of control. With the highest-category
hurricane in history heading straight toward London, chronicling the daily insanity is all Laura can do to stay grounded in a
world where disaster is the norm.

Concepts Of Physics
The Portrait of a Lady
The Constant Princess
The Geometry of René Descartes
"This text begins with a presentation of the basic purposes and foundations of social work and social work education and
their relationship to Human Behavior and the Social Environment (HBSE). Next, a conceptual framework for thinking about
both traditional and alternative ways in which knowledge about human behavior and the social environment is created and
valued is outlined. The book then uses the notions of traditional and alternative paradigms to organize and present a
variety of theories, perspectives, and practice models relevant to HBSE"--

Quantitative Aptitude for Competitive Examinations
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Lily is the daughter of a humble farmer, and to her family she is just another expensive mouth to feed. Then the local
matchmaker delivers startling news: if Lily's feet are bound properly, they will be flawless. In nineteenth-century China,
where a woman's eligibility is judged by the shape and size of her feet, this is extraordinary good luck. Lily now has the
power to make a good marriage and change the fortunes of her family. To prepare for her new life, she must undergo the
agonies of footbinding, learn nu shu, the famed secret women's writing, and make a very special friend, Snow Flower. But a
bitter reversal of fortune is about to change everything.

The Carbon Diaries 2015
The Message of Mahatma Gandhi
This epoch-making and monumental work on Vedic Mathematics unfolds a new method of approach. It relates to the truth
of numbers and magnitudes equally applicable to all sciences and arts.

10 Last Years Solved Papers: CBSE Class 10 for 2021 Examination
FROM THE PUBLISHER: SSLC Curriculum was most recently updated by KSEEB for SSLC 2021 Examinations. There were
changes observed which will have direct impact on the SSLC Board Paper design & Blueprint for Board Examinations 2021.
Keeping this in mind Oswaal SSLC Sample Question Papers for 2020-2021 have been updated and prepared as per the
latest pattern and Karnataka State Board textbooks making them the most preferred SSLC study material amongst the
students. IMPORTANT FEATURES OF THE BOOK: Latest SSLC Curriculum & SSLC Solved Paper Strictly based on the latest
SSLC curriculum issued by KSEEB for 2021 Examination. Based on the latest Blueprint and Question Paper design as per
2020 paper Latest Board Model Paper & Scheme of Valuation Questions with Detailed Answer All Questions from the latest
Board Model Paper & Scheme of Valuation have been solved 10 Sample Papers- 5 Solved & 5 Unsolved developed by
Oswaal Editorial Board 5 Solved & 5 unsolved Papers covering all concepts for becoming a SSLC Exam winner On Tips Notes
On Tips Notes for quick revision are included. These act like a scanner for the entire chapter All Typologies of Questions
specified by SSLC Board All Typologies of Questions have been included in the Sample Paper. All the questions from
Karnataka State Board books have also been included in these books. Handwritten Toppers’ Answer sheets Handwritten
Toppers’ Answer sheets have been given to guide students to write a perfect answer in SSLC Board Exams

Topi Shukla
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These are just some of the questions you will find answered in this delightful collection of stories recounting real-life
incidents from the life of Sudha Murty-teacher, social worker and bestselling writer. There is the engaging story about one
of her students who frequently played truant from school. The account of how her mother’s advice to save money came in
handy when she wanted to help her husband start a software company, and the heart-warming tale of the promise she
made-and fulfilled to her grandfather, to ensure that her little village library would always be well supplied with books.
Funny, spirited and inspiring, each of these stories teaches a valuable lesson about the importance of doing what you
believe is right and having the courage to realize your dreams.

Business Studies -Poonam Gandhi (2020-21)
Oswal Publishers take great pleasure in presenting the "CBSE 10 Last years Solved Papers" for class 10 students. This
edition has been structured in a manner that students get a fair idea of the type and style of questions asked in the
previous years board examinations. The present Volume includes: English, Hindi, Sanskrit, Social Science, Science,
Mathematics, Foundation of Information Technology. They are prepared by experienced teachers and will prove to be a
valuable guide for the students of class 10.

The Enemy
CBSE Curriculum was most recently updated on 29th March 2019 for Academic year 2019 – 2020. There were major
changes observed which will have direct impact on the Question Paper design for Board Examinations 2019. Keeping this in
mind Oswaal Sample Question Papers have been thoroughly updated as per the latest Board guidelines. This makes them
extremely relevant for Exam oriented study. IMPORTANT FEATURES OF THE BOOK: Self-Study Mode Ten Sample Question
Papers covering important concepts from an examination perspective (1-5 solved and 6-10 for Self-Assessment) Exam
Preparatory Material Answers from the CBSE Marking Scheme upto March 2019 Exam with detailed explanations as per the
word limit for exam-oriented study. Answering Tips & Commonly Made Errors for clearer thinking. On Tips Notes On tips
notes, Mind Maps & Grammar charts facilitate quick revision of chapters NCERT & Oswaal 150+ concept videos for digital
learning. WHAT THIS BOOK HAS FOR YOU: Latest CBSE Curriculum Strictly based on the latest CBSE curriculum issued on
29th March 2019 for Academic Year 2019-2020, for classes 9 to 12 following the latest NCERT Textbook. Latest Typology OF
Questions Objective Type Questions included as per the latest design of the question paper issued by CBSE. Most Likely
Questions ‘Most likely questions’ generated by our editorial Board with 100+ years of teaching experience. About Oswaal
Books: Oswaal Books strongly believes in Making Learning Simple. To ensure student-friendly, yet highly exam-oriented
content, we take due care in developing our Panel of Experts. Accomplished teachers with 100+ years of combined
experience, Subject Matter Experts with unmatchable subject knowledge, dynamic educationists, professionals with a keen
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interest in education and topper students from the length and breadth of the country, together form the coveted Oswaal
Panel of Experts. It is with their expertise, guidance and a keen eye for details that the content in each offering meets the
need of the students. No wonder, Oswaal Books holds an enviable place in every student’s heart!

How I Taught My Grandmother to Read and other Stories
A literary sensation and runaway bestseller, this brilliant debut novel tells with seamless authenticity and exquisite lyricism
the true confessions of one of Japan's most celebrated geisha. Nominated as one of America’s best-loved novels by PBS’s
The Great American Read Speaking to us with the wisdom of age and in a voice at once haunting and startlingly immediate,
Nitta Sayuri tells the story of her life as a geisha. It begins in a poor fishing village in 1929, when, as a nine-year-old girl
with unusual blue-gray eyes, she is taken from her home and sold into slavery to a renowned geisha house. We witness her
transformation as she learns the rigorous arts of the geisha: dance and music; wearing kimono, elaborate makeup, and
hair; pouring sake to reveal just a touch of inner wrist; competing with a jealous rival for men's solicitude and the money
that goes with it. In Memoirs of a Geisha, we enter a world where appearances are paramount; where a girl's virginity is
auctioned to the highest bidder; where women are trained to beguile the most powerful men; and where love is scorned as
illusion. It is a unique and triumphant work of fiction—at once romantic, erotic, suspenseful—and completely unforgettable.

Memoirs of a Geisha
‘A Khushwant Singh short story is not flamboyant but modest, restrained, well-craftedPerhaps his greatest gift as a writer is
a wonderful particularity of description’—London Magazine Khushwant Singh first established his reputation as a writer
through the short story. His stories—wry, poignant, erotic and, above all, human—bear testimony to Khushwant Singh’s
remarkable range and his ability to create an unforgettable PBI - World. Spanning over half a century, this volume contains
all the short stories Khushwant Singh has ever written, including the delightfully tongue-in-cheek ‘The Maharani of
Chootiapuram’, written in 2008. ‘Khushwant’s stories enthrall[He has]an ability akin to that of Somerset Maughamthe ability
to entertain intelligently’—PBI - India Today ‘His stories are better than [those of] any PBI - Indian writing in English—Times
of PBI - India ‘The Collected Short Stories leaves the reader in a delightful, inebriated trance’—Sunday Chronicle ‘He is not
an ordinary short story writer[Collected Stories] is delightful reading’—Hindustan Times

Themes in World History
During World War II, Dr. Sadao Hoki, a Japanese surgeon, discovers an escaped American prisoner of war who needs an
operation to survive
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES & HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY
HISTORICAL FICTION HORROR LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE FICTION
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